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Post Graduate Programme in Leadership, Politics and Governance  

IIDL had a 
mesmerizing 
experience 
during 
the Art of Living 
sessions that 
were conducted 
under the 
guidance of 
Shreyans Mehta &
Dipti Deshpande 
Ghosh .

The first installment of the fellowship was transferred to the new fellows 
of the third cohort of the Udaan fellowship programme.

Abhinayu Rao
(batch I) 

was appointed as Executive Member, BJP-Udaipur. 

Devendra Naik
(batch V) 

organised a blood donation camp on the birth 
anniversary of S B Group founder Late Sharad Naik.

participated in the Y20 India 
Chaupal organised by 

YUVAK Foundation at the 
Kartavya Path Lawns

in New Delhi.

Devansh Shah
(batch IV) 

Nagnath Metre
(batch IV) 

was appointed as the district election 
office-in-charge of BJP-Bidar (Karnataka)

Dr. Kapil Chandrayan, Eshaan Ganpule, Piyush Kulsheshtra, and Jai Mrug 
were some of the faculties who took sessions for the students.

Dr. Kapil Chandrayan Eshaan Ganpule Piyush Kulsheshtra Jai Mrug

Mahesh Sane & 
Dr. Neil Somaiya 
were some 
prominent 
faculties who 
interacted with 
students.

Mahesh Sane Dr. Neil Somaiya

Field Visit

IIDL students visited Dadasaheb Phalke Chitranagari - Filmcity in Mumbai as 
a part of their field visit study. During their visit, the students gained an 
understanding of how the land of film city is used by the government and 
rented out for shoots.

IIDL Students visited Sahyadri 

Farms where over 15000 + 

farmers are working, it is one 

of its kind farmers-producing 

organisation that began with 

the mission to ensure that the 

small-landholding farmers of 

India are given fair 

compensation for their 

produce and labour.

Extra-Curricular Activity

 Students enjoyed the festival of colors - Holi, Gudipadwa, and Ramnavmi 

in campus.

Alumni/ Student Updates

Raj Saraf

(batch V) 

facilitated the  
Y20 India Chaupal in three 
colleges in Mumbai where 
the topic of discussion was 
 "Youth in Democracy and 

Government”.

Shobhit Nath Sharma
(batch IV) 

participated in 
Y20 India Chaupal where 
the topic of discussion 

was ‘ Democracy and the 
Role of Youth in 

Governance. 

RMP Research Centre

Ph.D. ‘Title Registration’ of students - Aakanksha Wani, Steven Lobo, and 

Devendra Pai was approved by the University of Mumbai.

Two new students have been admitted after the selection process for Ph.D. - 

Yadunath Deshpande and Abhimanini Sawhney.

Media Coverage of IIDL

Coverage in - ‘Khabare Aaj Tak’
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